Originally a smaller chapel that was part of the Mary Lyon Hall construction of 1897, the Abbey Memorial Chapel was renovated and expanded into its current form in 1938.

Used weekly for Catholic Mass and Baha’i Devotions, as well as for interfaith services involving leaders from all the different faith groups. College ceremonies, concerts, lectures, weddings, vespers, and special commemorations also take place in the Abbey Memorial Chapel. When not in use, please feel free to sit, pray, meditate or rest for a while.

~ Abbey Chapel ~
Skill Level: Advanced

**Tools:** Scissors, Scoring Tool, Ruler, Glue, Knife, Cutting Mat, Toothpicks

**Skills Tip: Small Parts**

To help fold and glue small parts use toothpicks, pencil tips or tweezers to fold and hold small parts.

**Step 1:** Score all lines noted by: S→

**Step 2:** Cut out parts using scissors or knife. (Note: there are some partial cuts)

**Step 3:** The (4) main facades of this model require 180 degree reverse folds in which flaps are folded back to glue to the back side of the part.

**Step 4:** Glue largest piece (Part: E) to itself. (Flaps to the inside)

**Step 5:** Glue parts: C -to- parts: D (2x assemblies)

**Step 6:** Glue parts: A,B,(C/D) & (C/D) -to- part: E

**Step 7:** Roll up & glue parts: F & G

**Step 8:** Glue cupola onto roof at the roof intersection.

Yay! You Did It! You Rock!